Electromagnetically driven valve

An electromagnetically driven valve (1) includes a valve element (14), a main body (51), a disc (30), and a lower electromagnet (160). The valve element (14) includes a valve stem (12), and is reciprocated in the direction in which the valve stem (12) extends. The main body (51) is provided at a position distant from the valve element (14). The disc (30) includes a driving end (32) that is moved in conjunction with the valve stem (12), and a pivoting end (33) that is supported by the main body (51) such that the pivoting end (33) can be oscillated. The disc (30) is oscillated around a central axis (35) that extends at the pivoting end (33). The lower electromagnet (160) is disposed so as to face the disc (30). The lower electromagnet (160) includes a core (161) made of magnetic material, and a coil (162) wound in the core (161). The central axis (35) is surrounded by a cylindrical bearing portion (38) of the disc (30), which is made of magnetic material. The core (161) has a cylindrical surface (5161) that faces the bearing portion (38).
Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention generally relates to an electromagnetically driven valve. More specifically, the invention may be applied, for example, to a pivot-type electromagnetically driven valve for an internal combustion engine, which is operated by an elastic force and an electromagnetic force.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] US Patent No 6467441 describes an example of an electromagnetically driven valve. In a conventional electromagnetically driven valve, a gap between a disc and an electromagnet is large, and an electromagnetic force is small on a central-axis side. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a large initial driving force. Further, the amount of electric current needed in order to obtain a large initial driving force is large. This increases the amount of consumed electric power.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In view of the above, it is an object of the invention to provide an electromagnetically driven valve that can reduce the amount of consumed electric power and still provide a sufficient driving force.

[0004] An electromagnetically driven valve according to the invention is operated by electromagnetic force. The electromagnetically driven valve includes a valve element, an oscillating member, a support member, and an electromagnet. The valve element includes a valve shaft, and is reciprocated in a direction in which the valve shaft extends. The oscillating member extends from a driving end that is moved in conjunction with the valve element to a pivoting end. The oscillating member is oscillated around a central axis that extends at the pivoting end. The support member supports the oscillating member. The electromagnet is provided so as to face the oscillating member. The electromagnet includes a core made of magnetic material, and a coil wound in the core. The central axis is surrounded by a cylindrical portion of the oscillating member, which is made of magnetic material. The core has a cylindrical portion that faces the cylindrical portion of the oscillating member.

[0005] In the electromagnetically driven valve having the aforementioned configuration, the central axis is surrounded by the cylindrical portion and the core also has the cylindrical portion. Therefore, even when the oscillating member is driven to the maximum extent, a distance between the two cylindrical portions can be maintained at a small constant value, and a required electromagnetic force can be obtained. As a result, the amount of consumed electric power can be reduced.

[0006] In the electromagnetically driven valve, the electromagnet may include an upper electromagnet that is positioned above the oscillating member and a lower electromagnet that is positioned below the oscillating member. A protrusion made of magnetic material, which extends toward the oscillating member, may be provided in each of the cores of the upper electromagnet and the lower electromagnet at a portion on a driving end side. When the oscillating member is placed at a neutral position, a distance between the cylindrical portion of the oscillating member and the cylindrical portion of the core of the upper electromagnet may be different from a distance between the cylindrical portion of the oscillating member and the cylindrical portion of the core of the lower electromagnet, and a distance between the protrusion provided in the core of the upper electromagnet at the portion on the driving end side and the oscillating member may be different from a distance between the protrusion provided in the core of the lower electromagnet at the portion on the driving end side and the oscillating member. With this configuration, when the oscillating member is placed at the neutral position, the electromagnetic force in an upper area is made larger than that in a lower area, or the electromagnetic force in the lower area is made larger than that in the upper area due to the aforementioned differences in the distance. As a result, the amount of consumed electric power can be reduced when operation of the electromagnetically driven valve is started.

[0007] A distance between the cylindrical portion of the oscillating member and the cylindrical portion of the core may be changed while the oscillating member is oscillated. With this configuration, a required electromagnetic force can be obtained at a predetermined rotational angle.

[0008] A slit may be formed in the cylindrical portion of the oscillating member. With this configuration, magnetic flux leakage can be reduced, and the electromagnetic force can be obtained.

[0009] According to the invention, it is possible to provide an electromagnetically driven valve that can reduce the amount of consumed electric power yet still provide a sufficient driving force.

[0010] Hereinafter, embodiments of the invention will be described with reference to drawings. In the following embodiments, the same and corresponding portions are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will not be repeated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The foregoing and further objects, features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the following description of example embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein the same or corresponding portion are denoted by the same reference numerals and wherein:
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a first embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a lower electromagnet and a disc shown in FIG 1;

FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the lower electromagnet and the disc;

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a lower electromagnet and a disc according to a comparative example;

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a second embodiment;

FIG. 6 is a graph showing the relation between a lift amount and an electromagnetic force in the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a third embodiment;

FIG. 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a disc shown in FIG. 7;

FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view describing operation of the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 7;

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view describing operation of the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 7;

FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a fourth embodiment;

FIG. 12 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a disc shown in FIG. 11;

FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view describing operation of the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG 11;

FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view of another electromagnetically driven valve; and

FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a fifth embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0012] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a first embodiment. As shown in FIG. 1, an electromagnetically driven valve 1 includes a main body 51, an upper electromagnet 60, a lower electromagnet 160, a disc 30, and a valve element 14. The upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160 are fitted to the main body 51. The disc 30 is provided between the upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160. The valve element 14 is driven by the disc 30.

[0013] The main body 51 has a U-shape cross section, and serves as a base member. Various components are fitted to the main body 51. The upper electromagnet 60 includes a core 61 made of magnetic material, and a coil 62 wound in the core 61. The lower electromagnet 160 includes a core 161 made of magnetic material, and a coil 162 wound in the core 161. When each of the coils 62 and 162 is energized, a magnetic field is generated. The disc 30 is driven by the magnetic field. The disc 30 is provided between the upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160, and attracted to the upper electromagnet 60 or the lower electromagnet 160 by the attraction force thereof. As a result, the disc 30 is reciprocated between the upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160. The reciprocating motion of the disc 30 is transmitted to a valve stem 12.

[0014] The electromagnetically driven valve 1 is operated by an electromagnetic force. The electromagnetically driven valve 1 includes a valve element 14, the main body 51, the disc 30, and the upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160. The valve element 14 includes the valve stem 12 that serves as the valve shaft, and is reciprocated in a direction in which the valve stem 12 extends (i.e., the direction indicated by an arrow 10). The main body 51, which serves as the support member, is provided at a position distant from the valve element 14. The disc 30 includes a driving end 32 that is moved in conjunction with the valve stem 12, and a pivoting end 33 that is supported by the main body 51 such that the pivoting end 33 can be oscillated. The disc 30 is oscillated or pivoted around a central axis 35 that extends at the pivoting end 33. The disc 30 serves as the oscillating member. The upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160 are disposed so as to face the disc 30. The upper electromagnet 60 includes the core 61 made of magnetic material, and the coil 62 wound in the core 61. The lower electromagnet 160 includes the core 161 made of magnetic material, and the coil 162 wound in the core 161. The central axis 35 is surrounded by a cylindrical bearing portion 38 of the disc 30, which is made of magnetic material. The core 61 has a cylindrical surface 5061 that faces the bearing portion 38. The core 161 has a cylindrical surface 5161 that faces the bearing portion 38. The electrically-driven valve 1 in this embodiment constitutes an intake valve or an exhaust valve of an internal combustion engine such as a gasoline engine or a diesel engine. In this embodiment, the valve element 14 is used as an intake valve provided in an intake port 18. However, the invention may be applied to the case,
for example, where the valve element 14 is used as an exhaust valve.

[0015] The electromagnetically driven valve 1 is a pivot-type electromagnetically driven valve. The disc 30 is used as a motion mechanism. The main body 51 is provided on a cylinder head 41. The lower electromagnet 160 is provided in a lower area of the main body 51. The upper electromagnet 60 is provided in an upper area of the main body 51. The lower electromagnet 160 includes the core 161 made of iron, and the coil 162 wound in the core 161. By supplying electric current to the coil 162, the magnetic field is generated around the core 162. The disc 30 can be attracted to the lower electromagnet 160 by this magnetic field. The upper electromagnet 60 includes the core 61 made of iron, and the coil 62 wound in the core 61. By supplying electric current to the coil 62, the magnetic field is generated around the coil 62. The disc 30 can be attracted to the upper electromagnet 60 by this magnetic field.

[0016] The coil 62 of the upper electromagnet 60 may be connected to the coil 62 of the lower electromagnet 160. Alternatively, the coil 62 may be separated from the coil 162. The number of turns of the coil 62 in the core 61 is not limited to a specific number. Also, the number of turns of the coil 62 wound in the core 161 is not limited to a specific number.

[0017] The disc 30 includes an arm portion 31 and the bearing portion 38. The arm portion 31 extends from the driving end 32 to the pivoting end 33. The arm portion 31 is attracted by the upper electromagnet 60 or the lower electromagnet 160. As a result, the arm portion 31 is oscillated (pivoted) in a direction shown by an arrow 30d. The bearing portion 38 is fitted to an end portion of the arm portion 31. The arm portion 31 is pivoted around the bearing portion 38. An upper surface 131 of the arm portion 31 can contact the upper electromagnet 60. A lower surface 231 of the arm portion 31 can contact the lower electromagnet 160. The lower surface 231 is in contact with a non-magnetic body 112.

[0018] The bearing portion 38 has a cylindrical shape. A torsion bar 36 is provided inside the bearing portion 38. The end portion of the torsion bar 36 is fitted to the main body 51 by spline fitting. The other end portion of the torsion bar 36 is fitted to the bearing portion 38. Thus, when the bearing portion 38 is about to pivot, the force resisting the movement is applied to the bearing portion 38 from the torsion bar 36. Thus, the bearing portion 38 is always urged toward a neutral position.

[0019] The driving end 32 of the disc 30 presses the valve stem 12 via the non-magnetic body 112. The valve stem 12 is guided by a stem guide 43.

[0020] The main body 51 is provided on the cylinder head 41. Intake ports 18 are provided in a lower area of the cylinder head 41. Intake air is introduced to a combustion chamber through each intake port 18. That is, air-fuel mixture or air passes through each intake port 18. A valve seat 42 is provided between the intake port 18 and the combustion chamber. The valve seat 42 provides increased sealability of the valve element 14.

[0021] The valve element 14 that is used as an intake valve is fitted to the cylinder head 41. The valve element 14 includes the valve stem 12 and a bell portion 13. The valve stem 12 extends in the longitudinal direction. The bell portion 13 is provided at the end of the valve stem 12. The valve stem 12 is guided by the stem guide 43. The valve element 14 can be reciprocated in the direction shown by the arrow 10.

[0022] The upper electromagnet 60 and the lower electromagnet 160 are provided with protrusions 661 and 761, respectively. Each of the protrusions 661 and 761 is made of magnetic material. The protrusions 661 and 761 extend toward the disc 30.

[0023] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the lower electromagnet and the disc in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the lower electromagnet 160 includes the core 161 and the coil 162. The core 161 includes concave portions. The coil 162 is fitted in the concave portions. The protrusion 761 made of magnetic material is welded to the core 161 made of electromagnetic steel plate or the like. The protrusion 761 extends on a driving end 32 side (i.e., the side closer to the driving end 32 than to the pivoting end 33). The protrusion 761 is provided to reduce the distance (gap) between the lower electromagnet 160 and the disc 30. The protrusion 761 does not necessarily need to be provided. The protrusion 661 shown in FIG. 1 does not necessarily need to be provided either. The protrusion 761 does not contact the disc 30.

[0024] FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the lower electromagnet and the disc. As shown in FIG. 3, the lower electromagnet 160 includes the core 161 having an E-shape cross section, and the coil 162 wound in the core 161. In the core 161, the cylindrical surface 5161 is formed near the bearing portion 38. The cylindrical surface 5161 is formed along the outer surface of the bearing portion 38. The cylindrical surface 5161 constitutes a portion of a magnetic circuit 2161 shown by a dashed line. The portion through which the magnetic circuit 2161 passes is made of magnetic material. Because this magnetic circuit is formed, the arm portion 31 is attracted to the lower electromagnet 160. As the gap (distance) between the disc 30 and the lower electromagnet 160 becomes smaller, a greater electromagnetic force is applied. In this embodiment, the torsion bar 36 is surrounded by the cylindrical bearing portion 38 made of magnetic material. The cylindrical surface 5161 of the core 161 faces the bearing portion 38. The distance between the cylindrical surface 5161 and the bearing portion 38 is short and constant. Therefore, the gap is always small, irrespective of the position of the disc 30. Thus, the density of magnetic flux is increased. That is, as shown in FIG. 3, a large electromagnetic force is obtained when the disc 30 does not contact the core 161. As a result, the amount of used electric current and the amount of consumed electric power are reduced.

[0025] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a lower electromagnet and a conventional disc arrangement. As
shown in FIG. 4, in the conventional configuration, when the disc 30 is lifted, the gap between the disc 30 and a center portion of the core 161 and the gap between the disc 30 and a portion of the core 161 on a pivoting end 33 side (i.e., the side closer to the pivoting end 33 than to the driving end 32) is increased relative to the embodiment shown in Fig. 1. As a result, the electromagnetic force decreases. In order to compensate for the decrease in the electromagnetic force, a large amount of electric current is necessary. This increases the amount of consumed electric power.

[0026] Next, the operation of the electromagnetically driven valve according to the first embodiment will be described. When the electromagnetically driven valve 1 is operated, electric current is supplied to the coil 62 that constitutes the upper electromagnet 60 or the coil 162 that constitutes the lower electromagnet 160. In the first embodiment, for example, electric current is supplied to the coil 62. As a result, the magnetic field is generated around the coil 62, and the arm portion 31 of the disc 30, which is made of magnetic material, is attracted to the upper electromagnet 60. The arm portion 31 is pivoted upward, the torsion bar 36 is twisted, and the torsion bar 30 is about to move the arm portion 31 in the opposite direction. However, because the attraction force of the upper electromagnet 60 is strong, the arm portion 31 is pivoted upward, and finally, the upper surface 131 contacts the upper electromagnet 60. As the arm portion 31 is moved upward, the non-magnetic body 112 and the valve stem 12 are also moved upward.

[0027] When the valve element 14 is placed in an opened position, the arm portion 31 needs to be moved downward. In this case, supply of electric current to the coil 62 is stopped, or the amount of electric current supplied to the coil 62 is decreased. As a result, the electromagnetic force that acts between the electromagnet 60 and the arm portion 31 is decreased. Because the torsional force is applied to the arm portion 31 by the torsion bar 36, the torsional force (elastic force) overcomes the electromagnetic force, and the arm portion 31 is moved to a neutral position in FIG. 1. Then, electric current is supplied to the coil 62 that constitutes the lower electromagnet 160. As a result, the magnetic field is generated around the coil 62, and the arm portion 31 made of magnetic material is attracted to the lower electromagnet 160. At this time, the arm portion 31 is moved downward allowing the valve stem 12 of the valve element 14 to move downward. The attraction force of the coil 162 overcomes the torsional force of the torsion bar 36. Finally, the lower surface 231 contacts the lower electromagnet 160. At this time, the valve element 14 is moved downward.

[0028] By moving the arm portion 31 upward and downward repeatedly in this manner, the arm portion 31 is pivoted in the direction shown by the arrow 30d. When the arm portion 31 is pivoted, the bearing portion 38 connected to the arm portion 31 is also pivoted.

[0029] According to the first embodiment, the torsion bar 36 is surrounded by the cylindrical bearing portion 38 made of magnetic material. With this configuration, the gap is decreased, and the electromagnetic force is increased. As a result, the amount of consumed electric power can be reduced.

[0030] FIG 5 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a second embodiment. As shown in FIG. 5, in the electromagnetically driven valve according to the second embodiment, an upper gap d1 is located differently from a lower gap d2, and an upper gap d3 is located differently from a lower gap d4. The upper gap d1 is the gap (distance) between the cylindrical surface 5061 of the core 61 and the bearing portion 38. The lower gap d2 is the gap (distance) between the surface 5161 of the core 61 of the lower electromagnet 160 and the bearing portion 38. The upper gap d3 is the gap (distance) between the protrusion 661 and the arm portion 31. The lower gap (distance) d4 is the gap (distance) between the protrusion 761 and the arm portion 31. The gap d1 is smaller than the gap d2. The gap d3 is smaller than the gap d4. The electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the second embodiment includes the protrusions 661 and 761. The protrusion 661 is provided in the upper electromagnet 60 at a portion on the driving end 32 side, and the protrusion 761 is provided in the lower electromagnet 160 at a portion on the driving end 32 side. The protrusions 661 and 761 extend toward the disc 30. When the disc 30 is placed in the neutral position, the upper gap d1 between the cylindrical bearing portion 38 of the disc 30 and the cylindrical surface 5061 of the core 61 is different from the lower gap d2 between the cylindrical bearing portion 38 and the cylindrical surface 5161 of the core 61. The upper gap d3 between the protrusion 661 provided in the upper core 61 at the portion on the driving end 32 side and the arm portion 31 is different from the lower gap d4 between the protrusion 761 provided in the lower core 161 at the portion on the driving end 32 side and the arm portion 31. In this particular embodiment, the upper gap d1 is smaller than the lower gap d2, and the upper gap d3 is smaller than the lower gap d4. However, the lower gap d2 may be smaller than the upper gap d1, and the lower gap d4 may be smaller than the upper gap d3. By making the upper gap d1 between the upper core 61 and the bearing portion 38 different from the lower gap d2 between the lower core 161 and the bearing portion 38, and making the upper gap d3 between the upper core 61 and the arm portion 31 different from the lower gap d4 between the lower core 161 and the arm portion 31, the electromagnetic force in an upper area is made different from that in a lower area. As a result, the amount of used electric current is reduced, and the amount of consumed electric power is reduced when the operation of the electromagnetically driven valve 1 is started. The reduction in electric power is now described in connection with FIG. 6.

[0031] FIG. 6 is a graph showing the relation between a lift amount and the electromagnetic force in the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 5. In FIG. 6,
a dashed line shows the relation between the lift amount and the electromagnetic force in an electromagnetically driven valve in which the upper gaps are equal to the lower gaps. A solid line shows the relation between the lift amount and the electromagnetic force in the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG 5. As shown in FIG. 6, in the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the second embodiment of FIG 5, the electromagnetic force is large when the disc 30 is placed at the neutral position. Because the upper gaps d1 and d3 are small, a large electromagnetic force acts in the upper area when the disc 30 is placed at the neutral position. That is, a large electromagnetic force can be generated at the initial stage (at the neutral position). This reduces the amount of consumed electric power.

[0032] FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to a third embodiment. As shown in FIG. 7, the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the third embodiment is different from the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the first embodiment in that a concave portion 138 is provided in the bearing portion 38. The concave portion 138 is provided in the bearing portion 38 at a portion on a main body 51 side. The external diameter is reduced at this portion.

[0033] FIG. 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the disc shown in FIG. 7. As shown in FIG. 8, the concave portion 138 is provided as an uneven portion in the cylindrical surface of the bearing portion 38 of the disc 30. Further, the central axis 35 is offset from the center of the cylinder. Accordingly, the gap between the cylindrical surface 5061 of the core 61 and the outer surface of the bearing portion 38 and the gap between the cylindrical surface 5161 of the core 161 and the outer surface of the bearing portion 38 in FIG. 7 changes as the disc 30 is lifted. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 7, the central axis 35 is offset from the cylinder center. However, the central axis 35 does not necessarily need to be offset from the center of the cylinder.

[0034] Each of FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view describing operation of the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 7. When the valve element 14 is placed in the closed position, the disc 30 is attracted to the upper electromagnet 60 as shown in FIG. 9. In this case, the magnetic circuit 2161 passes through the core 61, the bearing portion 38, and the arm portion 31. At this time, the gap (distance) between the cylindrical surface 5061 of the upper magnet 60 and the bearing portion 38 is small. Therefore, the magnetic circuit can easily pass through this gap. Meanwhile, the gap between the cylindrical surface 5161 of the lower electromagnet 160 and the bearing portion 38 is large. Therefore, the magnetic circuit is not generated in the lower electromagnet 160.

[0035] In contrast to FIG. 9, when the valve element 14 is placed in the opened position, the gap (distance) between the core 161 of the lower electromagnet 160 and the bearing portion 38 is small, and the gap (distance) between the core 61 of the upper electromagnet 60 and the bearing portion 38 is large, as shown in FIG 10. Accordingly, the magnetic circuit 2161 is reliably formed in the lower magnet 160, and the magnetic circuit is not formed in the upper electromagnet 60.

[0036] In the electromagnetically driven valve 1 having the aforementioned configuration, the electromagnetic force can be increased, and the amount of electric current and the amount of consumed electric power can be reduced by changing the gap between the cylindrical surface 5061 of the upper electromagnet 60 and the bearing portion 36, and the gap between the cylindrical surface 5161 of the lower electromagnet 160 and the bearing portion 36.

[0037] FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a fourth embodiment of the invention. FIG. 12 is an enlarged view of a disc shown in FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the fourth embodiment is different from the electromagnetically driven valve according to the first embodiment in that a slit 238 is formed in the bearing portion 38. By forming the slit 238, a portion of the bearing portion 38 is completely cut off, and the torsion bar 36 is exposed. The bearing portion 38 has a C-shaped cross section. The slit 238 is formed in the cylindrical bearing portion 38 at a portion on the side opposite to the arm portion 31. The slit 238 prevents generation of a magnetic field around the torsion bar 36 and the central axis 35. The slit 238 also prevents generation of a magnetic field that flows to the rear side of the bearing portion 38 (i.e., the side opposite to the arm portion 31).

[0038] FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view describing the operation of the electromagnetically driven valve shown in FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 13, when the disc 30 is attracted to the upper electromagnet 60, the magnetic field that passes through the core 61, the bearing portion 38, and the arm portion 31 is moved upward. At this time, the magnetic flux that passes through the bearing portion 38 does not flow to the rear side of the bearing portion 38 where the slit 238 is formed (i.e., the area behind the torsion bar 36). Therefore, magnetic flux leakage can be prevented and the electromagnetic force can be increased. The magnetic flux leakage is also reduced by the slit 238 when the disc 30 is attracted to the lower electromagnet 160.

[0039] FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view of another electromagnetically driven valve. FIG. 14 shows the case where a slit is not formed, allowing magnetic flux to leak as shown by a dashed line, and a magnetic circuit 2161 to be generated. The lower electromagnet 160 is about to attract the disc 30 due to the magnetic flux leakage as shown by the dotted lines. This may reduce the electromagnetic force.

[0040] In the electromagnetically driven valve having the aforementioned configuration according to the fourth embodiment, by forming the slit 238 on the external side of the bearing portion 38, the magnetic flux leakage can be reduced, the electromagnetic force can be increased,
and the amount of consumed electric power can be reduced.

[0041] FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view of an electromagnetically driven valve according to a fifth embodiment. As shown in FIG. 15, the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the fifth embodiment is different from the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the first embodiment in that two discs 30, which are an upper disc and a lower disc, are provided. The two discs 30 are connected to each other by a stem 1012. Each of the cylindrical surfaces 5061 and 5161 faces the cylindrical bearing portion 38.

[0042] The electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the fifth embodiment has the same effect as that of the electromagnetically driven valve 1 according to the first embodiment.

[0043] Although the embodiments of the invention have been described, various modifications may be made to the embodiments. In each of the first to fourth embodiments, one disc 30 is used. However, in each of the first to fourth embodiments, two discs 30 may be used as in the fifth embodiment.

[0044] The coil 62 that constitutes the upper electromagnet 60 may be composed of one coil, or a plurality of coils. The coil 162 that constitutes the lower electromagnet 160 may similarly be composed of one coil, or a plurality of coils.

[0045] Thus, the embodiment of the invention that has been disclosed in the specification is to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive. The technical scope of the invention is defined by claims, and all changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore intended to be embraced therein.

[0046] The invention can be used in the field of an electromagnetically driven valve for an internal combustion engine that is provided, for example, in a vehicle.

Claims

1. An electromagnetically driven valve that is operated by an electromagnetic force, characterized by comprising:

   a valve element (14) which includes a valve shaft (12), and which is reciprocated in a direction in which the valve shaft (12) extends;
   an oscillating member (30) which extends from a driving end (32), that is moved in conjunction with the valve shaft (12), to a pivoting end (33), and which is oscillated around a central axis (35) that extends at the pivoting end (33);
   a support member (51) that supports the oscillating member (30); and
   an electromagnet (60, 160) that is disposed so as to face the oscillating member (30), wherein the electromagnet (60, 160) includes a core (61, 161) made of magnetic material, and a coil (62, 162) wound in the core, wherein the central axis (35) is surrounded by a cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30), which is made of magnetic material, and wherein the core (61, 161) has a cylindrical portion (5061, 5161) that faces the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30).

2. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 1, wherein:

   the electromagnet includes an upper electromagnet (60) that is positioned above the oscillating member (30) and a lower electromagnet (160) that is positioned below the oscillating member (30); a protrusion (661, 761) made of magnetic material, which extends toward the oscillating member (30), is provided in each of the cores (61, 161) of the upper electromagnet (60) and the lower electromagnet (160) at a portion on a driving end (32) side; and when the oscillating member (30) is placed at a neutral position, a distance between the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) and the cylindrical portion (5061, 5161) of the core (61, 161) of the upper electromagnet (60) is different from a distance between the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) and the cylindrical portion (5161) of the core (161) of the lower electromagnet (160), and a distance between the protrusion (661) provided in the core (61) of the upper electromagnet (60) at the portion on the driving end (32) side and the oscillating member (30) is different from a distance between the protrusion (771) provided in the core (161) of the lower electromagnet (160) at the portion on the driving end (32) side and the oscillating member (30).

3. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 1, wherein a distance between the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) and the cylindrical portion (5061, 5161) of the core (61, 161) changes as the oscillating member (30) is oscillated.

4. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 1, wherein a slit (238) is formed in the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30).

5. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 2, wherein the distance between the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) and the cylindrical portion (5061) of the core (61) of the upper electromagnet (60) is smaller than the distance between the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) and the cylindrical portion (5161) of the
core (161) of the lower electromagnet (160).

6. The electromagnetically driven valve according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the cylindrical portion (38) of the oscillating member (30) includes a concave portion (138) having a reduced external diameter.

7. An electromagnetically driven valve that is operated by an electromagnetic force, characterized by comprising:

   a valve element (14);
   a support member (51);
   an oscillating member (30) supported by said support member (51) and comprising upper and lower discs (30) connected to each other, each of said discs (30) including an cylindrical portion (38), and each of said discs (30) oscillated around an different axis (35); and
   an electromagnet (60) disposed between said discs (30), and including a core (61) made of magnetic material, and at least one coil (62, 162) wound in the core (61), said core (61) having cylindrical portions (5061, 5161) that face the cylindrical portions (38) of said discs (30), and each axis (35) about which said upper and lower discs (30) oscillate is surrounded by a different cylindrical portion (38) of said discs (30).

8. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 7, wherein the upper and lower discs (30) are connected by a stem (1012).

9. The electromagnetically driven valve according to claim 7 or 8, wherein said upper and lower discs (30) oscillate such that the valve element (14) moves between an open and closed position thereof.

10. The electromagnetically driven valve according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein in the closed position, the valve element (14) is sealingly seated.
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